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Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

❏ It is a privilege to join this annual celebration of the eternal spirit of Diwali.               

Diwali, also known as Deepavali, literally means a row of lights. Diwali is a              

celebration of our eternal quest for a better life, both personally and            

collectively. In mythology there are different narratives about the         

significance of Diwali. The eternal struggle and eventual triumph of good           

over evil, light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance are common to           

all. 

 

❏ I thank Mrs. Ranju Batra and Mr. Ravi Batra who have now enshrined this              

annual celebration of Diwali at the UN.  

 

❏ On one hand, it is the time to rejoice and feast with friends and family. Old                

arguments are settled and old accounts are closed. For many          

communities it marks new beginning. People from different faiths take part           

in observing Diwali in many different ways. The festival of Diwali is now             

celebrated with great enthusiasm in many countries and is observed as a            

public holiday.  

 



❏ At a more personal level, Diwali is a time to turn inward and introspect. It is                

a time to rekindle the light of knowledge and truth in our heart and to               

dispel the dark forces of ignorance.  

 

❏ At the United Nations Diwali is observed as a floating holiday, with no             

official meetings scheduled for the day. Celebration of Diwali at the United            

Nations has also evolved as an expression of our collective commitment to            

promote peace, prosperity, justice and dignity for all as enshrined in the            

UN Charter and Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  

  

❏ As a tribute to the power of one to bring about change as exemplified by               

the passionate pursuit by Mrs Ranju Batra of the Diwali Forever Stamp            

in 2016, we have also celebrated the pursuit of excellence at the UN. We              

annually honour those who have made exemplary contributions in         

upholding the values that the United Nations stands for. Let me conclude            

by congratulating all colleagues who have stood up for the timeless spirit            

of Diwali. 

 

❏ I thank you all for joining in this celebration. 


